Convened 1000

Members self introduced,

Agenda approval by consent…

Imperial valley college will be our meeting place in Fall 2013, MiraCosta will be our meeting place in Spring 2014.

Beth opened hot topics

Budget – Gov’s is favorable but many strings attached. There is probably the largest ever group of legislative bills coming forward that affect the CCC. There are many spot bills since this is a start of a new two year season. Many will be gutted and amended. Topics include funding, adult ed, MOOCs and credit for private ed, enrollment priority, parcel tax amendment, concurrent enrollment, veterans, SB440 – clean up of 1440, move EAP into CCSS, Fong bill to help CCSF – really all colleges on show cause, Shireman is at it as well.

C-ID/1440 up to 24/25 TMCs, over 500 new degrees as a result of this. CSU might consider Systemwide articulation in some areas – fingers crossed, students may end up with priority enrollment when at CSU because they would not be able to fit inside the 60 units at CSU without it. 80% of TMC alignment with existing degrees needs to happen by June 2013, 100% by June 2014. Definition of “similar” within CSU is playing out differently within each CSU where our TMC does not actually create a broad pathway of options. Model Curricula are being developed for non-transfer areas – DIGs will be May 3 south and May 10th north.

ARCC/SPAR scorecard reporting will be out soon as a function of SB1456.

Recommendations for Professional Development and FLEX changes are coming out. Most are innocuous, but some need our individual attention to flesh out local impact issues and concerns.

The group of those considering running for exec announced

Matriculation regulation changes are unfolding, on a fast track timeline. Some good things are defining what an ed plan is.

Foundation Report – reception on Friday night at session, must have badge holders, congrats are in order for all fund raising, Area D didn’t quite get organized to pull together a donation on behalf of Greg Gilbert when he was nominated for Senator Emeritus, we will pass a hat at session to correct that.

David covered the resolutions process, and the deliberation process.

The ASCCCC Committee resolutions were reviewed with a few lengthy discussions. Several small typographic concerns were noted. Five more resolutions were considered. Two on noncredit were combined into one and one on concerns about TOP coding of Dance courses were perfected and all moved forward. Two on the topic of TMCs and C-ID were discussed at length with some great suggestions for improvement and a different tact with respect to some of the concerns being sent directly to the C-ID Steering Committee but the higher level issues will come forward at session, Mark Yeager SP MiraCosta volunteered to chaperon them at session.

Adjourned 1530
Attendance
David Morse ASCCC/LBCC
John Stanskas ASCCC/SBVC
Michael Heumann IVC
Richard Mahon Riverside
Lyn Greene Norco
Eric Lehorn IVC
Greg Larson Palomar
Sydney Rice IVC
April Juarez LBCC
Mark Yeager MiraCosta
Lee Nelson Riverside
Corinna Evett Santiago
Monica Porter Santa Ana
John Zarske Santa Ana
Jeremiah Gilbert SBVC
Lorraine Slattery-Ferrell MSJC
Kathryn Milostan-Egus Irvine Valley
Beth Smith ASCCC/Grossmont
Daphne Figueroa Miramar
Buran Haidar Miramar
Madeleine Hinkes Mesa
Helen Greenbergs SDCE
Ingrid Greenberg SDCE
Meridyth Myarea Crafton
Candace Lynch-Thompson NOCE
Joe DeSantis Copper Mtn
Amanda Best GWC
Gregg Carr GWC
Randy Beach SWC
Kristen Hryck MSJC
Joy Kihlaikey Mesa
Alicia Munez Cuyamaca
Stephanie Dumont ASCCC/GWC
Mark Majarian Cypress
Diana Hurlbut Irvine
Katherine Schmeidler Irvine
Jan Lombardi SD City
Gloria Kerlshaft Palomar
Joanne Lenachop MiraCosta
Steve Bautista Santa Ana
Raymond Hicks Santa Ana